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James L. In this sketch I used the element of line and value

● The way I used line by suggesting the shape of the 
pumpkin and the fine lines in between.

● Another way I use line was to define the vase in the 
back, the lines that curve to form the vase pop out and 
make it a little more realistic

● A way I used value is for both apples on the bottom 
and pumpkin in the back to simulate light coming from 
above which is why the apples have a darker shadow 
on the bottom as for the pumpkin being shaded in 
between the sections of the pumpkin.

They way my peer’s critique helped my art is ,sometimes 
my shading is very off and it helped me realized I need to 
pay attention to the pressure i put on my pencil when 
shading.
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Tracy L.
- In my still life drawing I used line for my 

objects.  
- I also used form in my objects to make 

my objects look three-dimensional and 
have depth.

- Value was also used by shading objects 
in the drawing and showing lightness 
and darkness.

The critique helped me revise a few things 
and look at those things in a different way.  I’ll 
also try to look for those things in my artwork 
next time so I don’t make the same mistake.



Nancy L.
The elements of Art that I used were 
line, shape, form,  and value.

● I used line and shape to add 
definition to my items such as the 
bananas and the orange.

● Form is shown in the objects. 
They take up space and are 
balanced.

● Value was used to shade and show 
dept in the drawing (the banana 
especially).

The critique helped me to analyze my 
artwork more closely, and to know 
what to focus on the next time I do an 
assignment like this.


